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Sporty  
Sporty is an ultra-comfortable, durable, no-
slip water-resistant  armband to carry what 

you need during your longest run or 
toughest work-out. This lightweight  and 

comfortable armband was designed 
specifically for most large smart phone. It 

maximizes comfort with a design that helps 
keep the back of the case laying flat against 

your arm so it is not lumpy. Your arm 
actually pushes the device into the case 
which is way more comfortable then the 
case pushing the device into your arm. 

Inside pocket, Earphone hole and Velcro 
strap complete the features 

Cod: ARMB 



Cod:WSTB 

Kiss is a ultra accessoriated waist band, 
designed for sport activities. Can carry what 

you need for a walk, a trail or a work out. 
Comfortable to carry because of it's 

particular design that dissipates the weight 
of the objects carried, through all the length 

of the item, avoiding to create 
uncomfortable zones. Easy to fit and very 

easy to close through Fastex system. 

Kiss 



Bicycle/motorcycle  handlebar mount with 
water resistant protective case for big 
screen 4.3“-5.8” smart-phone or GPS. 

Hinged bicycle mount fits handlebars with a 
diameter between 18mm - 30mm. Slim, 

lightweight case keeps your phone secure 
and dry. Touch sensitive front film allows 
your screen to be accessed while in the 

case. Two pieces of removable foam 
included serve to fit the case with varying 
sizes of smart-phone brand or device size. 
Please note that this case should not be 

submerge underwater.  

Whendy 

Cod: WBM 



It is designed to mount on the handle bar of 
a bike, it is turn able to locate a perfect 

angle  while you are cycling and keep your 
favorite gadget safe and at the touch of 
your fingertips. Its adjustable arms  hold 
from 40mm (approx.) to 75mm (approx.) 

wide devices, suitable to most of MP3, MP4, 
iPod, iPhone, PDA, GPS & Mobile phones.  

Handy 

Cod: BM 



Protect mobile phones against water, dust, 
dirt and sand. The case is waterproof up to 
IPX8 Certified up to 10 meters. Crystal Clear 
Window on both sides is touch sensitive so 
the device inside is fully operative, perfect 

for taking video and pictures. Provides 
waterproof protection for mobile phone 

while maintaining full touch screen 
functionality. Simple snap and lock access, 

easy to use product provides all the 
protection you will need. Shoulder strap and 
armband accessories complete the features. 

Nemo 

Cod: UWSC 



Hook type earphones with microphone, 
designed for sports. Compatible with all 

major brands of Smartphones and Tablets. 
Perfect fit through rotating adjustable 

hooks. 

Hooky 

Cod: AU-HO-O 



Microphone padded earphones for music 
listening, compatible with all the major 

Smartphones and Tablets brands. The clip 
pad is coated with soft sponge and rotates 

on the ear clip, so it can be positioned in the 
most comfortable way for the user. 

Clippy 

Cod: AUPAD-CLI 



The compact retractable earphone keeps 
cords from tangling. Clip prevents cords 
from bouncing around and ear buds off, 

while reducing  the weight on your ears to 
carry. Spongy out ear tip provide 

comfortable and stable fit. Audio jack type: 
3.5mm, 120cm. 

Turtle 

Cod: AU-RE 



Microphone earphones for music listening, 
compatible with all the major Smartphones 

and Tablets brands. The ear buds are 
covered with memory foam, to maximize 

comfort. Memory foam adapts to the inner 
ear, softly adhering to enhance music 
listening with extra comfort. Silicon 

replacement ear buds in the box too.  

Memory 

Cod: AU-MF-Y 
Cod: AU-MF-Z 



Tubetalk anti radiation technology powered 
earphones. Tubetalk allows music and voice 

listening brought to the ear through air, 
avoiding proximity from the 

electromagnetic speakers, placed at security 
distance from the brain. 

Norady 

Cod: AU-AR 



Mini Ac to USB adapter for Smartphones 
(1A). Two soft silicon covers are supplied to 

roll-on cable while not in use. 

Power Fish 

Cod: AC-MIUSBR-W 



Car USB x2  adapter (10W total) for Tablet 
or Smartphone . Double USB port allows to 
power 2 Smartphones simultaneously or a 

Tablet through car lighter plug. 

Rocket 

Cod: DC-2USB 



Car holder with flexible stand and USB 
power adapter. The easy to fit clip allows to 
set in Smartphones up to 5.5 inches and it's 

360° rotatable to maximize eye sight 
comfort. Double USB port allows to power 2 
Smartphones simultaneously or a Tablet and 
a Smartphone through car lighter plug (15W 

total). 

Power Goose 

Cod: CAR-H-USB2 



Universal Smartphone car holder. Double 
suction cup mount ensures compatibility up 

to 7 inches Phablets and is adjustable to 
360° angle to satisfy all viewing needs. 
Mechanical double silicon cupule lock 

ensures durability and secure grip to any flat 
surface. 

Vacuum 

Cod: CAR-H-W 
Cod: CAR-H-V 



Ac Power adapter for all those compatible with 
MICRO USB charge system, such as Blackberry 
phones, LG Smartphones, HTC and Samsung 

Smartphones. 
The cable can be detached and used (via USB) 

with computers to sync and charge. 
Power supply , 2,A , 5 V DC. 

Smartphone  Power 

Cod: AC-MCR-USB 



USB 2 port power adapter. Recharges 
simultaneously 2 USB devices, one of them 
at 2,1A (Tablet type current) and one at 1A 

(Smartphone type current). 

Smartphone & Tablet 
Power 

Cod: AC-221USB  
Cod: AC-221USB-W 



USB 2 port car mini power adapter. Recharges 
simultaneously 2 USB devices, one of them at 

2,1A (Tablet type current) and one at 1A 
(Smartphone type current). 

Smartphone & Tablet 
Power 

Cod: DC-221USB 



Ac Power adapter for all the Samsung Tablets 
devices compatible with 30 pin docking charge 

system. The cable can be detached and used (via 
USB) with computers to sync and charge.   Power 

supply 2,A , 5 V DC. 

Tablet Power 

Cod: AC-SMST 



Multination travel adapter, Europe, UK, 
USA, Australia and Asia, with USB plug rated 

at 5V and 1 Amperè, able to recharge 
compatible devices such as  Smartphones 

and MP3 Players. 

Power in travel 

Cod: TA-USB 



Multination travel adapter, Europe, UK, 
USA, Australia and Asia, with USB plug rated 

at 5V and 2,1 Amperè, able to recharge 
compatible devices such as iPads or 

Smartphones 

Power in travel 

Cod: TA-USB21 



Multination travel adapter kit, Europe, UK, 
USA, Australia and Asia, single piece set of 4. 

Does NOT convert tension.. 

Power in travel 

Cod: TA4 



Ultrabook  power adapter, compatible with 
the major brands  (Acer, Asus, Dell, Hp, 

Lenovo, LG, MSI, Samsung) 
50W  rated power with voltage selectors of 
12 and 19V. 2  USB power ports to recharge  
Smartphones and other compatible devices. 

Ultrabook Power 

Cod: TA-ACDC50U 



Notebook power adapter, compatible with 
the major brands  (Acer, Asus, Hp, Lenovo, 

LG, MSI, Samsung, Sony, Toshiba) 
90W  rated power with voltage selectors of 

15, 16, 18, 19V e 20V. 

Notebook  Power 

Cod: TA-ACDC90 



Netbook  power adapter, compatible with 
the major brands  (Acer, Asus, LG, 

MSI,Samsung) 
50W  rated power with voltage selectors of 
12 and 19V. 2  USB power ports to recharge  
Smartphones and other compatible devices. 

 

Netbook Power 

Cod: TA-ACDC50-W 



Screen Protector for iPhone  & Samsung. Easy to 
apply thanks to the cleaning cloth and the 

squeegee included. Once applied is invisible and 
protects the screen from scratches thanks to the 

Hard Coating of the film. 

Smartphone clear 
screen protection 

Cod: IPH5-SP (iPhone5) 
Cod: IPH5C-SP (iPhone5C) 
Cod: IPH-SP (iPhone4 e 4S) 
Cod: SG3-SP (Samsung S3) 
Cod: SG4-SP (Samsung S4) 



Screen Protector for iPhone & Samsung. Special 
Anti Glare treatment prevents light reflection on 
screen. Easy to apply thanks to the cleaning cloth 

and the squeegee included. Once applied is 
invisible and protects the screen from scratches. 

Smartphone anti glare 
screen protection 

Cod: IPH5-SP-AG (iPhone5) 
Cod: IPH-SP-AG (iPhone4/S) 
Cod: SG3-SP-AG(SamsungS3) 



Screen Protector for iPhone & Samsung. Special 
privacy filter feature that allows clear frontal vision 
while preventing undesired lateral viewing. Easy to 

apply thanks to the cleaning cloth and the 
squeegee included. Once applied is  slightly tinted 

and protects the screen from scratches 

Smartphone privacy filter 
screen protection 

Cod: IPH5-SP-PF (iPhone5) 
Cod: IPH-SP-PF (iPhone4/S) 
Cod: SG3-SP-PF(SamsungS3) 
Cod: SG4-SP-PF(SamsungS4) 



Screen Protector for iPad & Samsung Tab2. Easy to 
apply thanks to the cleaning cloth and the 

squeegee included. Once applied is invisible and 
protects the screen from scratches thanks to the 

Hard Coating of the film.. 

Tablet clear screen 
protection 

Cod: IP23SP (iPad2 & 3) 
Cod: IP5-SP (iPad Air) 
Cod: IPM-SP (iPad Mini) 
Cod: SGT2-SP-10(Samsung 
Tab 10’’) 
Cod: SGT2-SP-7(Samsung 
Tab2 7’’) 



Screen Protector for iPad & Samsung Tab2.Special 
Anti Glare treatment prevents light reflection on 
screen. Easy to apply thanks to the cleaning cloth 

and the squeegee included. Once applied is 
invisible and protects the screen from scratches. 

Tablet anti glare screen 
protection 

Cod: IP23SP-AG (iPad2 & 3) 
Cod: IPM-SP-AG (iPad Mini) 
Cod: SGT2-SP-10-AG 
(Samsung Tab 10’’) 
Cod: SGT2-SP-7-AG 
(Samsung Tab2 7’’) 



Screen Protector for iPad  & iPad Mini. Special 
Privacy Filter feature that allows clear frontal vision 
while preventing undesired lateral viewing. Easy to 

apply thanks to the cleaning cloth and the 
squeegee included. Once applied is slightly tinted  

and protects the screen from scratches, 

Tablet privacy filter 
screen protection 

 
 
 
Cod: IP23SP-PF (iPad2 & 3) 
Cod: IPM-SP-PF (iPad Mini) 



Universal screen protector for Tablets up to 7" 
inches and up to 10.2 “ inches.  Easy to set up, 

thanks to the cutting marks applied on the 
protective layer and easy to apply thanks to the 
cleaning cloth and the squeegee included. Once 
applied is invisible and protects the screen from 
scratches thanks to the Hard Coating of the film. 

Universal Tablet  screen 
protection 

 
 
 
Cod: UTB-7-SP (Tablet 7’’) 
Cod: UTB-10-SP (Tablet 10’’) 



Apple 30 pin, USB to Micro USB and Samsung Tab 
dock cables, able to recharge and sync the 

compatible devices. 
 

Smartphone & Tablet 
connection and sync 

Cod: CA-30D (Apple 30pin) 
Cod: CA-30D-W (Apple30pin) 
Cod: CA-MCR-USB(MicroUSB) 
Cod: CA-SMST(Samsung Tab) 



HDMI to mini HDMI and micro HDMI cables, to 
connect Tablets, Smartphones and Digital cameras 

to HD TV’s. 

Smartphone & Tablet 
HDMI connection  

Cod: CA-MIHD (mini HDMI) 
Cod: CA-MCRHD (micro HDMI) 



Capacitive stylus for Tablet and 
Smartphones, soft touch silicon cap pen, 

allows to use capacitive screens emulating 
fingers, without depositing stains and dirt. 

Soft silicon cap for easy writing and drawing, 
woth 2 replacement spare caps.Magnetic 
feature to easy and firmly attach to Ipad 

covers . 

Magnetic Stylus 

Cod: STY-MAG 
Cod: STY-MAG-O 
Cod: STY-MAG-Z 
Cod: STY-MAG-V 
 



Multifunction Stylus per for Tablet and 
Smartphones, combines soft touch silicon 
cap that allows to use capacitive screens 

emulating fingers, without depositing stains 
and dirt, with laser pointer and powerful led 

light. Clip for pocket storage. 

Utility Stylus Laser & 
Light 

Cod: STY-31-SL 
 



Capacitive stylus for Tablets and Smartphones, 
combined with ball point pen. Soft touch silicon 

cap pen, allows to use capacitive screens 
emulating fingers, without depositing stains and 
dirt. Ball point pen for smooth writing. Clip for 

pocket storage. 

Utility Stylus Ball pen 

Cod: STY-BP-SL 
Cod:STY-BP-B 
 



Capacitive stylus for Tablet and 
Smartphones, soft touch silicon cap pen, 

allows to use capacitive screens emulating 
fingers, without depositing stains and dirt. 

Clip for pocket storage. 

Utility Stylus 

Cod: STY-N 
 



Microperforated PVC cloth hot molded with 
calcium carbonate micronized dust (Apuane Alps 

white marble). The calcium carbonate absorbs 
any type of grease or stain that sets on the 

screen, not spreading it like microfibers do, but 
permanently eliminating it.  

Screen cleaning   
DRY-LO 

Cod: CL-DRY1 (30pcs box) 
Cod: CL-DRY10 (10 box) 
Cod: CL-DRY-DIS (dispenser) 
 



Tablet cleaning kit, composed by: 30 ml spray 
bottle, special designed foam, coated with 

microfiber that gently cleans capacitive screens. 
Easy to carry pack.  

Cleaning  Kit Tablet & 
Smartphone 

Cod: CL-TBL 
 



Notebook and PC cleaning kit, composed by: 150 
ml spray bottle, special designed foam, coated 
with microfiber that gently cleans  LCD screens. 

2 replacement Microfiber cloths . Cleans also 
Keyboards, office phones and all plastic parts. Easy 

to carry pack.  

Cleaning  Kit 
Notebook & PC 

Cod: CL-K 
 



Bluetooth speaker for Smartphones and Tablets. 
Connects wireless to device and plays any type of 

Audio. Hands free function with answer button and 
microphone on module. The suction cup, other 

than fix the device on any smooth surface, allows it 
to be used as a stand. The device is splash proof 

and can be used in a wet environment (Ex: 
Shower) but can NOT be drowned in water. 

Audio Bluetooth 
Fungo 

Cod: MUFU 
Cod: MUFU-O 
Cod: MUFU-V 
Cod: MUFU-Z 
 



Smartphone and Tablet speaker. Excellent sound 
quality that can be enhanced by chaining multiple 

devices by their own connections. 
USB rechargeable battery inside. ON-OFF button 
with blue (function) light and red (recharge) light. 

Audio Music Bubble 

Cod: MUBU 
Cod: MUBU-W 
 
 



Earphones  with microphone, designed for music, 
but enabled to answer incoming call on compatible 

Smartphones. 10 mm driver unit.  Cable length 
120cm, weight 11 g. 

Audio Fresh 

Cod: AU-F 
Cod: AU-F-W 
Cod: AU-F-Z 
Cod: AU-F-R 
Cod: AU-F-Y 
Cod: AU-F-F 



Bluetooth headphones, designed for music, 40mm 
driver with deep bass and excellent frequency 
response. Integrated volume (+ and -) and music 
management buttons (FF and RW). Pause and 
answer button on the panel complete the feature. 
Internal USB rechargeable battery last up to 10 
hours in play mode. Compatible to Smartphones 
and Tablet which support BT 2.1 standard. 

Audio Bluetooth 
Headphones 

Cod: CU-BH 
 



Tripod Tablet and Smartphone stand. Compatible 
with all Tablets up to 10,2 inch screen, works in 3 

different positions and is completely foldable. 

Tablet & Smartphone 
Stand 

Cod: STA-TRI 
 



Adapter for our Earphones and Headphones, 
enables PC use (double jack for microphone and 

audio). 

PC adapter 

Cod: PC-ADA 
 



Universal Smartphone car holder. Double 
suction cup mount ensures compatibility up 

to 7 inches Phablets and is adjustable to 
360° angle to satisfy all viewing needs. 
Mechanical double silicon cupule lock 

ensures durability and secure grip to any flat 
surface. 

Holder 

Cod: CAR-H-W 
Cod: CAR-H-V 


